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I. INTRODUCTIONDi�erent experiments measuring high-energy osmi rays have over the last months re-ported a wealth of new results pointing to the existene of an exoti soure of eletrons andpositrons. The PAMELA ollaboration reported evidene for a sharp rise of the positron fra-tion at energies 7� 100 GeV [1℄, possibly extending toward even higher energies, omparedto the expetations from spallation of primary osmi rays on the interstellar medium [2℄.This result on�rmed previous hints about the existene of a positron exess from HEAT [3℄,CAPRICE [4℄ and AMS-01 [5℄. Almost at the same time, the balloon-borne experimentsATIC [6℄ and PPB-BETS [7℄ reported the disovery of a peak in the total eletron-plus-positron ux at energies 600 � 700 GeV, while the H.E.S.S. ollaboration [8℄ reported asubstantial steepening in the high-energy eletron-plus-positron spetrum above 600 GeVompared to lower energies.These results raised a lot of interest in the astrophysis and partile physis ommunities,leading to many proposals trying to explain this exess. One of the most popular astrophys-ial interpretations of the positron exess is in terms of the eletron-positron pairs produedby the interations of high-energy photons in the strong magneti �eld of pulsars [9, 10, 11℄.However, this interpretation requires a rather large fration of the spin-down power beinginjeted in the form of eletron-positron pairs or a rather large rate of gamma-ray pulsarformation. Alternatively, the positrons ould be originating from the deay of harged pions,whih are in turn produed by the hadroni interations of high-energy protons aeleratedby nearby soures [12℄.An arguably more exiting explanation of the osmi-ray positron exess is the possibilitythat the positrons are produed in the annihilation or the deay of dark matter partiles.Should this interpretation be on�rmed by future experiments, then the positron exesswould onstitute the �rst non-gravitational evidene for the existene of dark matter in ourGalaxy. The interpretation of the PAMELA exess in terms of dark matter is subjet toonstraints from the ux measurements of other osmi-ray speies. A very important on-straint arises from the measurements of the antiproton ux by PAMELA [13℄, BESS95 [14℄,BESS95/97 [15℄, CAPRICE94 [16℄, CAPRICE98 [17℄ and IMAX [18℄, whih are onsistentwith the expetations from onventional propagation models, thus exluding the possibilityof a large antiproton ux from dark matter annihilation or deay [19, 20℄.2



The steep rise in the positron fration observed by PAMELA an be explained by darkmatter annihilations in the enter of the Milky Way, provided the dark matter partile has amass larger than � 150 GeV and annihilates preferentially into leptons of the �rst or seondgeneration [21℄. This interpretation of the positron exess, however, typially requires thead ho introdution of large boost fators. Furthermore, it has been argued that if darkmatter annihilations are the origin of the PAMELA anomaly, then the predited gamma-ray emission from the enter of the Galaxy is in onit with the H.E.S.S. observations fortypial uspy halo pro�les [22℄. On the other hand, if the positron exess is due to the deayof dark matter partiles, the dark matter partiles must have a mass larger than � 300GeV, a lifetime around 1026 s, and must deay preferentially into hard leptons of the �rstor seond generation [23℄. In this ase, no boost fators are required and the gamma andradio measurements are onsistent with present measurements [24℄. Some reent works onthe indiret detetion of deaying dark matter an be found in [25, 26, 27, 28℄.More reently, the Fermi LAT ollaboration has published measurements of the eletron-plus-positron ux from 20 GeV to 1 TeV of unpreedented auray [29℄, revealing an energyspetrum that roughly follows a power law / E�3:0 without any prominent spetral fea-tures. Simultaneously, the H.E.S.S. ollaboration reported a measurement of the osmi-rayeletron-plus-positron spetrum at energies larger than 340 GeV, on�rming the Fermi resultof a power-law spetrum with spetral index of 3:0� 0:1(stat:)� 0:3(syst:), whih further-more steepens at about 1 TeV [30℄. The measured energy spetrum is harder than expetedfrom onventional di�usive models, although it an be aommodated by an appropriatehange of the injetion spetrum of primary eletrons. However, when taken together withthe steep rise in the positron fration as seen by PAMELA up to energies of 100 GeV, theFermi LAT data suggest the existene of additional Galati soures of high-energy eletronsand positrons with energies up to a few TeV. Furthermore, it should be borne in mind thatthe determination of the orret Galati osmi-ray senario is still an open problem, andwhile an eletron injetion spetrum harder than the onventional ould reprodue the Fermidata, it fails to aount for the AMS-01 and HEAT data below 20 GeV and the H.E.S.S.data above 1 TeV [31℄.In this paper we analyze the onstraints that the results of the PAMELA and Fermiollaborations impose on the senario of deaying dark matter, assuming a GALPROPonventional model as our Galati osmi-ray senario. To this end, we pursue a model-3



independent approah, alulating the predition for the positron fration and the totaleletron-plus-positron ux for various deay hannels of both a fermioni and a bosoni darkmatter partile. We will identify the most promising senarios in the light of the PAMELAand Fermi data, and we will alulate for those the preditions for the antiproton ux and thedi�use extragalati gamma-ray ux. Some related works have reently appeared [32, 33℄.The paper is organized as follows: in Setion 2 we will review the prodution and propa-gation in the Galaxy of high-energy eletrons/positrons, antiprotons and gamma rays fromdark matter deay, inluding a ontribution to the total gamma-ray ux from inverse Comp-ton radiation. In Setion 3 we will show the preditions for the positron fration and thetotal eletron-plus-positron ux for several deaying dark matter senarios. For the promis-ing senarios, we will also show the preditions for the antiproton and the gamma-ray uxes.Finally, in Setion 4 we will present our onlusions.II. COSMIC RAYSIn this setion, we briey review the propagation model for osmi rays that we needfor the alulation of the eletron, positron and antiproton uxes measurable at Earth.Furthermore, we disuss our alulation of the ux of gamma rays, whih ome from inverseCompton sattering (ICS) with the interstellar radiation �eld (ISRF) as well as diretly fromthe deay proess itself.If dark matter deays at a suÆiently large rate, the deay produts (eletrons, positrons,antiprotons and gamma rays) ould be observable as an anomalous ontribution to the high-energy osmi-ray uxes. The prodution rate of partiles per unit energy and unit volumeat a position ~r with respet to the enter of the Milky Way is given byQ(E;~r) = �(~r)MDM �DM dNdE ; (1)where dN=dE is the energy spetrum of partiles produed in the deay and �(~r) is thedensity pro�le of dark matter partiles in the Milky Way halo. For de�niteness we willadopt the spherially symmetri Navarro-Frenk-White halo density pro�le [34℄:�(r) = �0(r=r)[1 + (r=r)℄2 ; (2)with �0 ' 0:26GeV=m3 and r ' 20 kp, although our results are almost independent of4



hoie of the density pro�le1.A. Eletron/positron propagationAfter being produed in the Milky Way halo, the eletrons and positrons propagatethrough the Galaxy and its di�usive halo in a rather ompliated way before reahing theEarth. The propagation is ommonly desribed by a stationary two-zone di�usion modelwith ylindrial boundary onditions [35℄. Under this approximation, the number density ofeletrons and positrons per unit energy, fe�(E;~r; t), satis�es the following transport equa-tion: 0 = �fe��t = r � [K(E;~r)rfe�℄ + ��E [b(E;~r)fe�℄ +Qe�(E;~r) : (3)The �rst term on the right-hand side of the transport equation is the di�usion term, whihaounts for the propagation through the tangled Galati magneti �eld. The di�usion o-eÆientK(E;~r) is assumed to be onstant throughout the di�usion zone and is parametrizedby K(E) = K0 � RÆ, where � = v= and R is the rigidity of the partile, whih is de�nedas the momentum in GeV per unit harge, R � p(GeV)=Z. The seond term aounts forenergy losses due to ICS on starlight or the osmi mirowave bakground (CMB), syn-hrotron radiation and ionization. We parameterize the energy loss rate as b(E) = E2E0�E ,with E0 = 1GeV and �E = 1026 s. Lastly, Qe�(E;~r) is the soure term of eletrons andpositrons, de�ned in Eq. (1).The boundary onditions for the transport equation, Eq.(3), require the solutionfe�(E;~r; t) to vanish at the boundary of the di�usion zone, whih is approximated by aylinder with half-height L = 1� 15 kp and radius R = 20 kp. Under these assumptions,the propagation of eletrons and positrons an be desribed by just three parameters, thenormalizationK0 and the spetral index Æ of the di�usion oeÆient, whih are related to theproperties of the interstellar medium, and the height of the di�usion zone, L. In our numer-ial analysis we will adopt for these parameters the values of the MED propagation modelde�ned in [36℄, whih provide the best �t to the Boron-to-Carbon (B/C) ratio: Æ = 0:70,1 Due to the e�etive energy loss of eletrons, the high-energy omponent of the spetrum mostly originatesfrom soures within the Galati neighborhood of a few kp from the Solar System, where the di�erenthalo pro�les are very similar. We have heked that hoosing di�erent halo pro�les has a negligible e�eton our results (see also [25℄). 5



K0 = 0:0112 kp2=Myr and L = 4kp. Our onlusions, however, are rather insensitive tothe hoie of propagation parameters, as the di�erent sets of propagation parameters yieldrather similar results for osmi rays from loal soures. This is due to the fat that athigher energies above several 10GeV energy losses dominate the e�ets of di�usion, render-ing the exat propagation model parameters less relevant. We illustrate the dependene ofthe results on the adopted model parameters for a partiular example in Setion 3.The solution of the transport equation at the heliospheri boundary, r = r�, z = 0, anbe formally expressed by the onvolutionfe�(E) = 1MDM �DM Z MDM0 dE 0 Ge�(E;E 0) dNe�(E 0)dE 0 : (4)The Green's funtion Ge�(E;E 0) enodes all the information about astrophysis (suh as thedetails of the halo pro�le and the propagation of eletrons/positrons in the Galaxy), whilethe remaining part is model-dependent and is determined by the nature of the dark matterpartiles. Analytial and numerial expressions for the Green's funtion for the propagationof eletrons/positrons an be found in [25℄.Finally, the interstellar ux of primary eletrons/positrons from dark matter deay isgiven by: �DMe� (E) = 4�fe�(E) : (5)In order to ompare our results with the PAMELA results of the positron fration as wellas the Fermi results on the total ux of eletrons plus positrons it is neessary to know thebakground uxes of high-energy eletrons and positrons. The bakground ux of positronsis onstituted by seondary positrons produed in the ollision of primary protons and othernulei with the interstellar medium. On the other hand, the bakground ux of eletronsis onstituted by a primary omponent, presumably produed in supernova remnants, aswell as a seondary omponent, produed by spallation of osmi rays on the interstellarmedium and whih is muh smaller than the primary omponent. Whereas the spetrumof seondary eletrons and positrons is alulable in a given propagation model, the energyspetrum and the normalization of the primary eletron ux is unknown and has to bedetermined by diret measurements.In this paper we will adopt for the bakground uxes of eletrons and positrons the onesorresponding to the \model 0" presented by the Fermi ollaboration in [31℄, whih �ts wellthe low-energy data points of the total eletron-plus-positron ux and the positron fration.6



The interstellar bakground uxes an be parametrized as:�bkge� (E) = � 82:0 ��0:281 + 0:224 �2:93� GeV�1m�2 s�1 sr�1 ; (6)�bkge+ (E) = � 38:4 ��4:781 + 0:0002 �5:63 + 24:0 ��3:41� GeV�1m�2 s�1 sr�1 ; (7)where � = E=1GeV. In the energy regime between 2GeV and 1TeV these approximationsare better than 5%.At energies smaller than � 10 GeV the eletron/positron uxes at the top of the atmo-sphere an di�er onsiderably from the interstellar uxes, due to solar modulation e�ets.Under the fore �eld approximation [37℄, the uxes at the top of the atmosphere are relatedto the interstellar uxes by the following simple relation [38℄:�TOAe� (ETOA) = E2TOAE2IS �ISe�(EIS); (8)where EIS = ETOA + �F , with EIS and ETOA being the eletron/positron energies at theheliospheri boundary and at the top of the Earth's atmosphere, respetively, and �F beingthe solar modulation parameter, whih varies between 500 MV and 1.3 GV over the eleven-year solar yle. In order to ompare our preditions with the AMS-01 and HEAT data wewill take �F = 550 MV [3℄.Then, if there exists an exoti soure of eletrons and positrons from dark matter de-ay, the total ux of eletrons plus positrons and the positron fration at the top of theatmosphere read, respetively,�tot(E) = �DMe� (E) + �DMe+ (E) + k �bkge� (E) + �bkge+ (E) ; (9)PF(E) = �DMe+ (E) + �bkge+ (E)�tot(E) ; (10)where we have left the normalization of the primary eletron ux as a free parameter, k,to be determined in order to provide a qualitatively good �t to the PAMELA and Fermimeasurements.B. Antiproton propagationAntiproton propagation in the Galaxy an be desribed in a similar manner as thatof eletrons and positrons. However, sine antiprotons are muh heavier than eletrons7



Model Æ K0 (kp2=Myr) L (kp) V (km=s)MIN 0.85 0.0016 1 13.5MED 0.70 0.0112 4 12MAX 0.46 0.0765 15 5TABLE I: Astrophysial parameters ompatible with the B/C ratio that yield the minimal (MIN),median (MED) and maximal (MAX) ux of antiprotons.and positrons, energy losses are negligible. However, antiproton propagation is a�eted byonvetion, whih aounts for the drift of antiprotons away from the disk indued by theMilky Way's Galati wind. Following [36℄ we will assume that it has axial diretion andthat it is onstant inside the di�usion region: ~V(~r) = V sign(z) ~k. Then, the transportequation for antiprotons reads:0 = �f�p�t = r � [K(T;~r)rf�p � ~V(~r)f�p℄ +Q�p(T;~r) ; (11)where T is the antiproton kineti energy.As for the ase of eletrons and positrons, the solution of the transport equation at theheliospheri boundary, r = r�, z = 0, an be formally expressed by the onvolutionf�p(T ) = 1MDM �DM Z Tmax0 dT 0 G�p(T; T 0) dN�p(T 0)dT 0 ; (12)where Tmax =MDM �mp and mp is the proton mass. Analytial and numerial expressionsfor the Green's funtion G�p(T; T 0) an be found in [25℄. Finally, the interstellar ux ofprimary antiprotons from dark matter deay is given by�DM�p (T ) = v4�f�p(T ) ; (13)where v is the veloity of the antiprotons. The predition of the antiproton ux from darkmatter deay is very sensitive to the hoie of propagation parameters. Therefore, we willshow the results for three di�erent propagation models that are onsistent with the observedB/C ratio and that give the maximal (MAX), median (MED) and minimal (MIN) antiprotonux [36℄. The relevant parameters are summarized in Tab. I.The antiproton ux at Earth is also a�eted at low energies by solar modulation e�ets.Again, under the fore �eld approximation [37℄, the antiproton ux at the top of the Earth's8



atmosphere is related to the interstellar antiproton ux [38℄ by the simple relation:�TOA�p (TTOA) = �2mpTTOA + T 2TOA2mpTIS + T 2IS � �IS�p (TIS); (14)where TIS = TTOA + �F , with TIS and TTOA being the antiproton kineti energies at theheliospheri boundary and at the top of the Earth's atmosphere, respetively.C. Gamma rays from inverse Compton satteringAs disussed above, eletrons and positrons from dark matter deay lose their energymainly via interation with the Galati magneti �eld and the ISRF. In the �rst ase(assuming injetion energies of the order of 1TeV) synhrotron radiation in the radio bandwith frequenies O(0:1�100 GHz) is produed and potentially observable (see e.g. Ref. [39℄).In the seond ase, the ICS of eletrons and positrons on the ISRF (whih inludes theosmi mirowave bakground, thermal dust radiation and starlight) produes gamma rayswith energies between 100MeV and 1TeV. Reently, ICS in onnetion with the PAMELAexess was disussed in Refs. [40, 41℄, and we will follow their treatment. A pedagogialreview of ICS an be found in Ref. [42℄.The rate of inverse Compton sattering of an eletron with energy Ee, where an ISRFphoton with an energy between � and � + d� is upsattered to energies between E andE + dE, is given bydN(Ee; ~r)d� dE dt = 34 �T2 � fISRF(�; ~r) �2q ln q + 1 + q � 2q2 + 12 (q�)21 + q�(1� q)� ; (15)where �T = 0:67 barn denotes the Compton sattering ross setion in the Thomson limit, = Ee=me, q = Eme=(4�(me � E)), and fISRF(�; ~r) denotes the di�erential numberdensity of ISRF photons with energy �, at spatial position ~r.From Eq. (15) one an derive the energy loss bICS(Ee; ~r) of eletrons due to ICS (whihrepresents the dominant ontribution to the energy loss rate b(Ee; ~r) in the transport equa-tion, Eq. (3)), and the orresponding power P(E ; Ee; ~r) that is emitted in gamma rayswith energies between E and E + dE viabICS(Ee; ~r) = Z 10 d� Z 4�2�� dE(E � �)dN(Ee; ~r)d� dE dt (16)and P(E ; Ee; ~r) = Z 10 d�(E � �)dN(Ee; ~r)d� dE dt : (17)9



Negleting di�usion and synhrotron losses2, the energy distribution of eletrons andpositrons from dark matter deay it is given byfe�(Ee; ~r) = 1bICS(Ee; ~r) Z MDMEe d ~E Qe�( ~E;~r): (18)For the di�erential ux of ICS photons of energy E from a region �
 of the sky it thenfollows: d�dE = 2 14� E �DM Z�
 d
 Zl.o.s. ds �(~r)MDM Z MDMme dEe P(E ; Ee; ~r)bICS(Ee; ~r) Y (Ee); (19)where Y (Ee) = RMDMEe d ~E dNe�=d ~E desribes the number of partiles in the spetrum ofeletrons and positrons above a ertain energy Ee. In the seond integral, the oordinate sruns over the line of sight (l.o.s.), whih points in the diretion of �
. The prefator 2 takesinto aount that the same amount of gamma rays omes from the dark matter eletronsand positrons. In this work, we use the ISRF data as derived in Ref. [43℄, and we fully takeinto aount the spatial dependene of the energy loss bICS(Ee; ~r) in Eq. (18). Furthermore,we alulate the gamma rays from ICS with extragalati origin. In this ase, e�ets ofredshifting must also be taken into aount. Details of this alulation an be found inRef. [41℄.In addition to the gamma-ray signal from dark matter deay there exists a bakgroundontribution, presumably originating from ative galati nulei (AGN), whih is perfetlyisotropi, and whih has an energy spetrum whih is assumed to follow a simple power law;the normalization and index will be treated as free parameters to be determined by requiringa good �t of the total ux to the data.We will ompare our predited ux to two sets of data for the extragalati di�use gamma-ray bakground obtained from the EGRET data, using two di�erent models for the Galatibakground, averaging over the whole sky, exluding the region of the Galati plane withlatitudes jbj < 10Æ. The �rst analysis of the extragalati di�use gamma-ray ux by Sreeku-mar et al. [44℄ revealed a power law�E2 dJdE�bkg = 1:37� 10�6� EGeV��0:1 (m2 str s)�1 GeV (20)2 In Ref. [32℄ it was disussed that this approximation gives results for the ICS uxes that are orret atthe O(2) level, whih is suÆient for our analysis.10



in the energy range 50 MeV�10 GeV. On the other hand, the extration of the extragalatibakground by Strong, Moskalenko and Reimer [45℄, using an optimized model to bettersimulate the Galati di�use emission, revealed a steeper power law,�E2 dJdE �bkg = 6:8� 10�7� EGeV��0:32 (m2 str s)�1 GeV; (21)between 50 MeV � 2 GeV and an intriguing break of the spetrum at energies 2 GeV �10 GeV. Future measurements by the Fermi LAT, as well as a better understanding of theGalati di�use emission, will provide a better determination of the extragalati di�usegamma-ray ux in the near future.III. PREDICTIONS FROM DECAYING DARK MATTERWe will analyze in this setion the preditions for the positron fration and the totaleletron-plus-positron ux inluding a possible ontribution from dark matter deay in or-der to aount for the anomalies observed by PAMELA and Fermi. To keep the analysisas model-independent as possible, we will analyze several senarios of deaying dark mat-ter, omputing the preditions for the positron fration and the total eletron-plus-positronux for either a fermioni or a bosoni partile, whih deays into various hannels with abranhing ratio of 100%. We alulated for eah of these hannels the energy spetrum ofeletrons and positrons using the event generator PYTHIA 6.4 [46℄. Thus, from the partilephysis point of view the only free parameters are the dark matter mass and lifetime. Fromthe astrophysis point of view there are a number of unertainties, suh as the hoie ofpropagation parameters and the hoie of the bakground uxes of eletrons and positrons.As mentioned in the previous setion, we will adopt the MED propagation model de�ned in[36℄, whih provides the best �t to the Boron-to-Carbon (B/C) ratio, although the resultsare not very sensitive to the partiular hoie of the propagation model. On the other hand,for the bakground uxes of eletrons and positrons we will adopt the spetra orrespondingto the \model 0" proposed by the Fermi ollaboration. However, we will allow for a possibleshift in the normalization of the bakground ux of eletrons, whih is dominated by pri-maries, due to our ignorane of the amount of eletrons injeted in the interstellar medium.In our analysis we will sample several dark matter masses and treat the dark matter lifetimeand the normalization of the bakground ux of eletrons as free parameters whih will be11



determined to provide a qualitatively good �t to the PAMELA and Fermi measurements.Note that below energies of 10GeV the data is best �tted for normalizations k ' 1. In ourplots, we always used normalization fators k � 0:8.Let us now disuss the ases of fermioni and salar dark matter partiles separately.A. Fermioni dark matter deayIn the ase where the dark matter partile is a fermion  DM, we onsider the followingdeay hannels3:  DM ! Z0� ; DM ! W�`� ; DM ! `+`�� ; (22)where the three-body deay into harged leptons and a neutrino is assumed to be mediatedby the exhange of a salar partile, motivated by the interesting senario of a hidden gauginoas dark matter partile [28℄.

FIG. 1: Positron fration (left panel) and total eletron-plus-positron ux (right panel) for thedeay hannel  DM ! Z0� with MDM = 100TeV (solid) and 5TeV (dotted). The dashed lineshows the bakground uxes as disussed in the text. Solar modulation is taken into aount usingthe fore �eld approximation with �F = 550MV.The predited positron fration in the ase where the dark matter partiles deay via DM ! Z0� is shown in the left panel of Fig. 1, ompared to the PAMELA, HEAT,3 We do not inlude quarks or Higgs bosons in the list, sine they yield similar signatures to gauge bosonfragmentation. Furthermore, we only onsider deay hannels with two or three �nal-state partiles.12



FIG. 2: Same as Fig. 1, but for the deay hannels  DM ! W�`�. Upper panels:  DM ! W�e�withMDM = 2000GeV (solid) and 300GeV (dotted). Middle panels:  DM !W��� withMDM =3000GeV (solid) and 600GeV (dotted). Lower panels:  DM ! W��� with MDM = 8000GeV(solid) and 1000GeV (dotted).CAPRICE and AMS-01 data, for the exemplary dark matter massesMDM = 5 and 100TeV.In the right panel we show the orresponding total eletron-plus-positron ux ompared tothe results from Fermi, H.E.S.S., PPB-BETS, BETS, ATIC, HEAT, CAPRICE and AMS-01. The dark matter lifetimes and the normalization fators k of the primary eletron uxhave been hosen in eah ase to provide a reasonable �t to the PAMELA and Fermi datapoints. In this deay hannel, the dominant soure of eletrons and positrons is the frag-mentation of the Z0 boson (with a rather small branhing ratio of Z0 deays into a pair13



FIG. 3: Extragalati di�use gamma-ray ux for  DM ! W��� with MDM = 3000GeV and�DM = 2:1 � 1026 s. The gamma-ray ux is averaged over the whole sky, exluding the Galatiplane, jbj < 10Æ. We inluded gamma rays produed diretly in the �nal-state radiation of themuons and the fragmentation of W� (green line), gamma rays from ICS of dark matter eletronsand positrons on the ISRF (solid blue line; the dotted blue lines show, from left to right, the uxesthat ome from sattering on the CMB, on the thermal radiation of dust and on starlight) andgamma rays from ICS outside of our Galaxy (red). The blak solid line shows the overall ux. Thedark red and dark blue lines show the total ux (dash-dotted) adding an isotropi extragalatibakground (dashed) with a power-law spetrum. Normalization and power index are hosen to �tone of the two data sets shown [44, 45℄.of harged leptons), whih produes relatively soft partiles. As a result, even though thisdeay mode an produe a visible exess in the positron fration, the energy spetrum is ingeneral too at to explain the steep rise observed by PAMELA. An exeption ours if thedark matter mass is very large, MDM & 50TeV. In this ase, the eletrons and positronsfrom dark matter deay are boosted to high enough energies to produe the steep rise in thepositron fration. However, these large dark matter masses seem to be in onit with theH.E.S.S. observations, whih require a fallo� in the total eletron-plus-positron spetrum at� 1TeV.On the other hand, we show in Fig. 2 the preditions for the osmi-ray eletron andpositron uxes when a fermioni dark matter partile deays as  DM ! W�`� for di�erentdark matter masses. The eletrons and positrons reated in the fragmentation of the W�gauge bosons produe a rather at ontribution to the positron fration. However, the hardeletrons and positrons resulting from the deay of the �� and �� leptons or diretly fromthe dark matter deay into e� produe a rise in the total energy spetrum and in the positron14



FIG. 4: Antiproton ux (left panel) and the orresponding antiproton-to-proton ratio (right panel)for  DM !W��� withMDM = 3000GeV and �DM = 2:1�1026 s. For the antiproton ux we adoptthe bakground from Ref. [47℄, while antiproton-to-proton ratio is plotted using the bakgroundfrom Ref. [48℄, and the yellow band indiates the unertainties from the propagation model. Thesolid blak line orresponds to the MED model of Tab. I.

FIG. 5: Same as Fig. 1, but for the avor-demorati deay  DM ! W�`� with equal branhingratios into the three harged lepton avors, for MDM = 2000GeV (solid) and 300GeV (dotted).fration. The deay mode  DM ! W�e�, whih an produe a steep rise in the positronfration and is thus onsistent with the PAMELA observations, produes also a steep riseand a sharp fallo� in the total eletron-plus-positron ux, whih is not observed by Fermi.Thus, the possibility that the dark matter partiles deay preferentially in this deay mode,whih is well ompatible the PAMELA observations, is now strongly disfavored by the Fermiresults on the total eletron-plus-positron ux.The deay mode  DM ! W���, however, an niely aommodate the PAMELA andFermi observations when the dark matter mass is MDM ' 3TeV and the lifetime is �DM '2:1� 1026 s. In this deay mode, the fragmentation of the W� gauge bosons also produesuxes of primary antiprotons and gamma rays, whih are severely onstrained by present15



FIG. 6: Same as Fig. 1, but for the deay hannels  DM ! `�`��. Upper panels:  DM ! e�e+�withMDM = 2000GeV (solid) and 400GeV (dotted). Middle panels:  DM ! ���+� withMDM =3500GeV (solid) and 1000GeV (dotted). Lower panels:  DM ! ���+� with MDM = 5000GeV(solid) and 2500GeV (dotted).experiments. The preditions for the gamma-ray and antiproton uxes for this partiulardeay mode are shown in Figs. 3 and 4; the former �gure shows the gamma-ray uxesfrom �nal-state radiation and W� fragmentation (green), and from Galati (blue) andextragalati (red) ICS of dark matter eletrons and positrons. We also show the total uxompared to the extration of the extragalati di�use gamma-ray ux by Sreekumar etal. [44℄ and by Strong, Moskalenko and Reimer [45℄, averaging over the whole sky exludingthe region of the Galati plane with latitudes jbj < 10Æ and assuming a power law for16



FIG. 7: Same as Fig. 1, but for the demorati deay  DM ! `�`�� with equal branhing ratiosinto the three harged lepton avors, with MDM = 600GeV (dotted) and 2500GeV (solid).

FIG. 8: Same as Fig. 3, but for  DM ! ���+� (left panel, with MDM = 3500GeV) and for thedemorati deay  DM ! `�`+� (right panel, with MDM = 2500GeV).the genuinely extragalati omponent. On the other hand, the latter �gure shows thepredition for the antiproton-to-proton ratio with an unertainty band orresponding to theMAX, MED and MIN models in Tab. I. While the absolute ux is ompatible with existingmeasurements, it is apparent from the �gure that the antiproton-to-proton ratio is in sometension with the results at the highest energies explored by PAMELA. The fragmentationof the W� gauge bosons also produes a sizable ontribution to the total gamma-ray ux athigh energies whih ould be visible by the Fermi LAT as a bump over the bakground, whihis assumed to follow a simple power law, espeially if it has a large index as in the extrationof the di�use extragalati bakground from the EGRET data by Strong, Moskalenko andReimer. Lastly, the deay mode  DM ! W��� predits, for a wide range of dark mattermasses, a positron fration and an eletron-plus-positron ux that are too at to explainthe anomalies observed by PAMELA and Fermi.In some deaying dark matter senarios, the dark matter partiles deay into harged17



leptons of di�erent avors and not exlusively in just one hannel. As an illustration of thepreditions of this lass of senarios, we show in Fig. 5 the positron fration and the totaleletron-plus-positron ux for a dark matter partile that deays demoratially into thethree avors, for MDM = 2000GeV (solid) and 300GeV (dotted). Although these senariosould explain the PAMELA exess, the predited spetral shape of the total ux is notonsistent with the Fermi data: either the energy spetrum falls o� at too low energiesor it presents a sharp peak at high energies, due to the large branhing ratio into hardeletrons and positrons. Senarios with smaller branhing ratio into eletron avor and largerbranhing ratio into muon avor ould, however, explain both anomalies simultaneously.The dark matter partiles ould also deay into three fermions, namely into a lepton-antilepton pair and a neutrino. In this ase many possibilities ould arise depending on thespei� partile physis senario. We will just onentrate on the ase where the lepton andthe antilepton arry the same avor and the deay is mediated by a heavy salar4. Theresults for the positron fration and the total eletron-plus-positron ux are shown in Fig. 6.The spetrum produed in the deay into eletron-positron pairs is atter in this ase thanin the two-body deay  DM !W�e�, although it still predits a rather prominent bump inthe eletron spetrum at high energies, whih is not observed by Fermi. More promising isthe deay hannel  DM ! ���+�, whih an reprodue quite niely the Fermi eletron-plus-positron spetrum and the steep rise in the positron fration observed by PAMELA whenthe dark matter mass is MDM ' 3500GeV and the lifetime is �DM ' 1:1 � 1026 s. Lastly,deays into tau avor an qualitatively reprodue the steep rise in the positron fration fordark matter masses above � 2:5TeV, although as apparent from Fig. 6, lower right panel,the resulting eletron-plus-positron spetrum has an energy dependene muh steeper thanE�3:0 at high energies, in tension with the Fermi measurements. In this ase an additionalsoure of high-energy positrons, oming e.g. from pulsars, must be invoked in order toreprodue the Fermi energy spetrum.As for the two-body deays  DM ! W�`�, the dark matter partile ould also deayinto harged fermions with di�erent avor. We illustrate suh a situation showing in Fig. 7the preditions for the positron fration and the total eletron-plus-positron ux when thedark matter partiles deay demoratially into the three avors, for dark matter masses4 Our results are not very sensitive to the mass splitting between dark matter partile and virtual salar.18



MDM = 600GeV (dotted) and 2500GeV (solid). In partiular, this is the ase in senarioswhere dark matter neutralinos deay into light hidden gauginos via kineti mixing, or vieversa [28℄. It is interesting that these senarios an simultaneously explain the PAMELAand Fermi anomalies when the dark matter mass is MDM ' 2500GeV. For the two ases ofthree-body deay into muon avors and demorati deay, we show the preditions for theextragalati di�use gamma-ray uxes in Fig. 8. In both ases, they are onsistent with thepresent data and show a deviation from the putative power-law behavior of the astrophysialbakground, whih ould be observed by the Fermi LAT, depending on the preise spetrumof the genuinely extragalati ontribution to the ux.We summarize our results for the promising fermioni dark matter senarios, togetherwith the orresponding dark matter masses and lifetimes, in Tab. II. The impat of hoosingother sets of propagation parameters is illustrated in Fig. 9 for the deay mode  DM !�+���.

FIG. 9: Illustration of the dependene on the hoie of transport parameters. Same as Fig. 6,middle panels, but only for a dark matter mass of 3500 GeV. The solid, dashed and dotted linesorrespond to the MED, MAX and MIN model parameters, respetively. The results for the MEDand MAX model are very similar beause the height of the di�usion zone beomes irrelevant abovea few kp for high-energy eletrons from loal soures.
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B. Salar dark matter deayFor a salar dark matter partile, we will disuss the following deay hannels5:�DM ! Z0Z0;�DM ! W+W�;�DM ! `+`�: (23)We show in Figs. 10 and 11 the positron fration and the total eletron-plus-positron uxfor a salar dark matter partile that deays exlusively into weak gauge bosons �DM ! Z0Z0and �DM ! W+W� for dark matter masses MDM = 2TeV and 10TeV. As generiallyexpeted from deays into weak gauge bosons, the eletrons and positrons produed arerelatively soft, resulting in a positron fration whih is too at to explain the steep rise inthe spetrum observed by PAMELA (for an exeption with large dark matter masses seeFig. 1).Deays into harder eletrons and positrons an arise in senarios where the salar darkmatter partile deays into a lepton-antilepton pair. We show in Fig. 12 the preditionsfor the positron fration and the total eletron-plus-positron ux when the salar darkmatter partile deays into fermions of the same generation, for dark matter masses betweenMDM = 300GeV and 5TeV. The deay �DM ! e+e� an explain the steep rise in thepositron fration observed by PAMELA. However, it is apparent from Fig. 12 that thedark matter deay into this hannel annot be the origin of the Fermi exess in the totaleletron-plus-positron ux. The situation is similar if one onsiders demorati deay intoall three avors as shown in Fig. 13. Deays into softer eletrons and positrons, as in thease when the dark matter partiles deay exlusively via �DM ! �+��, are more promising.In partiular, a salar dark matter partile with a mass MDM ' 2500GeV and a lifetime�DM ' 1:8� 1026 s, whih deays exlusively into �+�� pairs, an reprodue both the steeprise in the spetrum observed by PAMELA and the total eletron-plus-positron spetrummeasured by Fermi. The same holds true for deay into tau avors, with MDM ' 5000GeVand �DM ' 0:9� 1026 s. For these two deay hannels, we also show the preditions for thegamma-ray uxes in Fig. 14, whih are again ompatible with the present data and present5 Again, we do not inlude quarks or Higgs bosons in the list. Three-body deay modes like �DM ! `+`�are expeted to give results similar to the fermioni dark matter ase.20



a spetral shape whih ould be visibly di�erent from a power law, depending on the indexof the genuinely extragalati ontribution.A summary of our results an by found in Tab. II. Note that one of the largest unertain-ties that enter in the determination of the dark matter lifetime omes from the determinationof the loal dark matter density (see Ref. [49℄ for a reent analysis) sine this quantity isinversely proportional to the orresponding ux of osmi rays.

FIG. 10: Same as Fig. 1, but for the deay hannel �DM ! Z0Z0 with MDM = 10TeV (solid) and2TeV (dotted).

FIG. 11: Same as Fig. 1, but for the deay hannel �DM ! W+W� with MDM = 10TeV (solid)and 2TeV (dotted).IV. CONCLUSIONSIn some well-motivated dark matter senarios, the dark matter partiles are unstableand deay with a lifetime muh longer than the age of the Universe. In this paper wehave investigated whether the anomalies in the positron fration and the total eletron-plus-positron ux reported by the PAMELA and the Fermi LAT ollaborations, respetively,21



FIG. 12: Same as Fig. 1, but for the deay hannels �DM ! `+`�. Upper panels: �DM ! e+e�with MDM = 2000GeV (solid) and 300GeV (dotted). Middle panels: �DM ! �+�� with MDM =2500GeV (solid) and 600GeV (dotted). Lower panels: �DM ! �+�� with MDM = 5000GeV(solid) and 2000GeV (dotted).ould be interpreted as a signature of the deay of dark matter partiles. We have shownthat some deaying dark matter senarios an indeed reprodue the energy spetra of thepositron fration and the total ux reasonably well, while being at the same time onsistentwith present measurements of the antiproton ux and the di�use extragalati gamma-rayux. The most promising deay hannels for a fermioni or a salar dark matter partile arelisted in Tab. II, where we also show the approximate mass and lifetime whih provide thebest �t to the data. It should be borne in mind that the astrophysial unertainties in the22



FIG. 13: Same as Fig. 1, but for the deay hannel �DM ! `+`�, demorati deay into threeharged lepton avors, with MDM = 2000GeV (solid) and 300GeV (dotted).

FIG. 14: Same as Fig. 3, but for �DM ! �+�� (left panel, with MDM = 2500GeV) and �DM !�+�� (right panel, with MDM = 5000GeV).propagation of osmi rays and in the determination of the bakground uxes of eletronsand positrons are still large. Besides, the existene of a possibly large primary omponentof eletrons/positrons from astrophysial soures, suh as pulsars, annot be preluded.Therefore, the preise values of the dark matter parameters an vary. The present resultsan nevertheless be used as a guidane for building models with deaying dark matter as anexplanation of the PAMELA and Fermi anomalies.Future measurements of the extragalati di�use gamma-ray ux by the Fermi LAT willprovide important information about the deaying dark matter senario. First, sine theEarth is loated far from the enter of the Milky Way halo, an anisotropy in the di�useextragalati gamma-ray ux is expeted whih ould be observed by the Fermi LAT [26℄.Moreover, all senarios in Tab. II predit a departure from a simple power law in the energyspetrum of the extragalati di�use bakground, the deviation depending on the spetrum ofthe genuinely extragalati ontribution originating presumably from AGN. The observation23



Deay Channel MDM [GeV℄ �DM [1026s℄ DM ! �+��� 3500 1.1 DM ! `+`�� 2500 1.5�DM ! �+�� 2500 1.8�DM ! �+�� 5000 0.9 DM !W��� 3000 2.1TABLE II: Deay hannels for fermioni and salar dark matter,  DM and �DM, respetively, thatbest �t the Fermi and PAMELA data for the MED propagation model and the NFW halo pro�le.As disussed above, the dependene on the halo pro�le is negligible, while the dependene on theadopted propagation parameters is illustrated in Fig. 9 for the deay  DM ! �+���. The deaymode  DM !W��� is in tension with the PAMELA results on the antiproton-to-proton ratio, asmentioned in the text.of suh a deviation would provide support for the deaying dark matter senario and mayhelp to disriminate among the di�erent possibilities in Tab. II.AknowledgementsWe are grateful to the anonymous referee for helpful omments. The work of AI andDT was partially supported by the DFG luster of exellene \Origin and Struture of theUniverse."
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